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Note
This presentation provides an overview of what modeling is, how it is carried out, what inputs and outputs can be expected, and how these are used to obtain inundation maps,  The ITIC recognizes Professor Fumihiko Imamura, Ms. Gaye Downes, Dr. William Powers, and Dr. Roy Walters for their contributions to the presentation.



WhyWhy
Warning and wave impact potential
Preparedness (inundation/runup)
Safe evacuation
Land-use zoning and coastal planning

Powerful tool for:Powerful tool for:
Hazard assessmentHazard assessment
Worse case scenariosWorse case scenarios
Understanding past eventsUnderstanding past events
Forecasting the effects of potential future eventsForecasting the effects of potential future events
Real-time forecasting of wave-heights from distantReal-time forecasting of wave-heights from distant
   source events   source events
Developing database of potential local source eventsDeveloping database of potential local source events
   for real time local event forecasting   for real time local event forecasting
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Note
Numerical modeling results are important for warning, as well as for public safety.  Some tsunami numerical modeling programs can output the flow velocity field of the area of interest giving estimates of current speed that would affect safe navigation in ports.



Numerical modelling:  Numerical modelling:  WhatWhat
• Estimate of Wave Height and Flooding

from tsunami generated by earthquake
(landslide, volcano)

•• Details Details –– Need to: Need to:

    Selection of appropriate sources critical for    Selection of appropriate sources critical for
local tsunamislocal tsunamis

    Use of appropriate modelling technique,    Use of appropriate modelling technique,
boundary conditions, approximations, etcboundary conditions, approximations, etc
criticalcritical

    Calibration with historical events/tide gauge    Calibration with historical events/tide gauge
records advisablerecords advisable

    Good bathymetry and near-shore topography    Good bathymetry and near-shore topography
essentialessential
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Note
Numerical modeling consists of estimating the expected tsunami wave height, runup and inundation based on the selection the best description of the tsunami source and modeling technique.  All models need to be validated against observed or historical data to ensure that the model will calculate reasonable values for future events.  Inundation modeling requires high-resolution bathymetry and near-shore topography in order to faithfully mimic variations in coastal and shallow seafloor morphology, since these can drastically affect a tsunami wave’s height and energy.
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Note
A tsunami can be broken into 3 components, the process of generating the tsunami, the process in which the waves propagate across the ocean, and the process of inundation as the wave impact coasts and floods inland (runup) or retreats seaward (run-down, or recession).
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Note
Almost all tsunamis are generated by large or great shallow earthquakes whose fault rupture may be close to or break the sea floor.  In general, a tsunami is generated when the sea floor is abruptly deformed so that a large column of the overlying water is displaced.
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Note
In order to mathematically describe the earthquake tsunami source, seismologists specify the mechanical, geometrical, and dynamic characteristics of the fault movement.  In general, these are the earthquake magnitude and depth, the dimensions of the fault rupture, and the orientation and direction of fault rupture.
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Note
Tsunamis can also be caused by volcanic eruptions or subaerial or submarine landslides that cause a sudden displacement of water.
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Note
Tsunami wavelength and wave speed are inversely related.  In deep water, tsunamis can propagate at the speed of a jetliner (more than 1000 km/hr), but the wavelength is large and the wave height is very small; in 5000 m of water, a tsunami wave could only be 10s of centimeters high and not noticeable by anyone on a ship.  In shallow water, the wave slows down, its height increases, and the wavelength decreases.  In some cases, the faster propagating wave could overtake the slower wave in front forming a larger wave.
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Note
Waves are also refracted around curving shorelines, resulting in an energy concentration at the headland.
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Note
For tsunamis propagating in the deep ocean over long distances (distant tsunamis), numerical modeling can utilize linear equations for long-wavelength waves to enable simpler and faster computations.
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Note
This type of numerical modeling was used to simulate the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.  Using a grid spacing of 2 minutes (2-4 km), and calculation every 2 second, required 8 hours to computer on a Pentium 4 desktop computer.
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Note
Finite Difference Methods (FDM) are used to calculate wave effects when tsunami waves approach and hit the shore.  For these situations, accurate seafloor bathymetry (or sea bottom topography) is very important to obtain good results.
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Note
Numerical modeling uses mathematical equations to describe physical processes.  In order to get the best results, the model needs to have very good descriptions of the initial source location and fault slip, and the model must also describe the actual physical situation very well.  In the case immediately after an event, a detailed characterization of the earthquake source may not be available so that the initial simulation may have to assume a fixed epicenter (location of the earthquake) and a number of different possibilities for what the faulting was.



Numerical ModellingNumerical Modelling

Modelling the sourceModelling the source

Modelling the tsunamiModelling the tsunami

Modelling the inundationModelling the inundation

ExamplesExamples
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Note
A modeling study must model the source, the tsunami, and the inundation and runup from the tsunami upon the shore.



Modelling the Source - EarthquakesModelling the Source - Earthquakes
•• Assume instantaneous upliftAssume instantaneous uplift

Vertical movement usually most importantVertical movement usually most important
•• Double Couple source describes EQ faulting/ruptureDouble Couple source describes EQ faulting/rupture

e.g., strike/dip/slip/rakee.g., strike/dip/slip/rake
•• But But ……

- Accurate source information/deformation not known- Accurate source information/deformation not known
      until hours/days after event (aftershocks)      until hours/days after event (aftershocks)

- Source often complex. Complexity caused by- Source often complex. Complexity caused by
Sediments, secondary faulting, landslides/slumps, slowSediments, secondary faulting, landslides/slumps, slow

““tsunamitsunami”” earthquakes, variable slip along rupture earthquakes, variable slip along rupture

•• Slip distributionSlip distribution
- - important near source, pt source inimportant near source, pt source in far-field effect far-field effect

Landslides, Volcanoes:  Landslides, Volcanoes:  width/volume, slide depth,
velocity, run-out, water-depth
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Note
As stated in previous slides, accurate descriptions of the earthquake source are often not complete and many assumptions have to be made.  Additionally, earthquakes may trigger landslides which generate the tsunami, and the details of this type of source are often even less well known.  Overall, numerical modeling studies require much work to investigate how the unknown (or poorly known) source characteristics affect the solution; until the scientist carefully carries out these sensitivity studies for a given tsunami scenario, he/she cannot be confident that the numerical solution is providing reasonable results.



Modelling the tsunami:Modelling the tsunami:
Long Wave equationsLong Wave equations
•• Coriolis term  - can be droppedCoriolis term  - can be dropped
•• Bottom friction term Bottom friction term –– important in shallow water important in shallow water
•• Non-linear terms Non-linear terms –– important in shallow water important in shallow water

Numerical modeling techniquesNumerical modeling techniques
•• Finite Difference Finite Difference ((rectangular grid)rectangular grid)
•• Finite Element Finite Element (variable size triangular grid, size varies with(variable size triangular grid, size varies with

depth and strong depth contrasts )depth and strong depth contrasts )

•• Grid density increases with decreasing water depthGrid density increases with decreasing water depth
Initial conditions assume water matches deformation atInitial conditions assume water matches deformation at
ocean bottomocean bottom
Boundary conditions important eg set velocity to 0 atBoundary conditions important eg set velocity to 0 at
shorelinesshorelines
Computer time generally too long to run real timeComputer time generally too long to run real time
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Note
Modeling the tsunami in the deep water uses linear long wave theory equations, but non-linear terms must be included when the waves propagate into shallow water.  Numerical modeling methods include finite difference and finite element techniques.  Nested bathymetric grids are employed so that grids are coarser in deep water and fine in shallow water where the seafloor topography becomes important.  Unfortunately, even with the fastest computer, current tsunami models require long computer times, and so for tsunami warning operations, wave forecasts must be based on precomputed estimates.  Very good techniques are being developed so that wave forecasts can be gotten in time to assist tsunami warning centers.



Modelling techniqueModelling technique
Finite Difference modelingFinite Difference modeling

Nested coarse to fine rectangular gridsNested coarse to fine rectangular grids

coast

coastto 20-50 m depthTo 50-200 m depth
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Note
Finite Difference methods take advantage of the fact that reliable accuracy at reasonable compute times using a nested grid approach where the coarsest computation grids can be used in deep water and that the grids become finer as the shore is approached.
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Note
Finite element methods use triangular grids to model the wave propagation.  However, as the wave enters shallow water, computation time increases significantly to the point where it becomes computationally inefficient.  Today, for the most part, tsunami modeling scientists use finite difference techniques to carry out modeling studies.



Modelling the inundationModelling the inundation
•• VariousVarious

Wave type Wave type –– rapid rise & fall, bore, rapid rise & fall, bore,
breaking wavebreaking wave

Roughness factorsRoughness factors
•• Require nearshore topography to atRequire nearshore topography to at

least ~1 m contour intervalleast ~1 m contour interval
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Note
Inundation modeling is the most complex because it must take into account various types of possible waves and will be affected significantly by the roughness of the sea bottom.  For good results, very detailed topography (~1 contour interval) is required.



Numerical simulation of a
tsunami generated by a
large earthquake on the

Lachlan Fault
(finite difference)

It is only one of many possible
scenarios of fault rupture.

[Modelled by R. Walters, NIWA, NZ]

Examples from US, NZ, Australian
Japanese scientists



Cascadia Subduction Zone
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Note
The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the Northwest Pacific coast of North America is an area that paleotsunami research has shown to be a region in which a great earthquake is expected.



1700AD Cascadia earthquake (probable magnitude
~9) Trans-Pacific tsunami propagation – Satake et al

Slide from Kenji Satake’s presentation, 2003 Tsunamis of the South Pacific Workshop, Wellington 2003
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Note
Tsunami modeling simulation of a Pacific-wide tsunami generated by a great earthquakes along the Cascadia Subduction Zone.



Maximum water height from modelled
1700AD Cascadia earthquake (probable

magnitude ~9)

Slide from Kenji Satake’s presentation, 2003 Tsunamis of the South Pacific Workshop, Wellington 2003
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Note
Calculated maximum wave heights from the tsunami modeling study.  You can see from the slide that tsunami energy is very directional so that the largest wave heights are directed outward in a directional generally perpendicular to the fault strike (trend of the fault rupture).  However, there are also other ‘side-beams’ of higher energy in different directions.



Wave heights/run-upWave heights/run-up
1 m

3 mWave height
or run-up

1868

2 m

1877
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Note
A modeling study should always include a comparison of the theoretical results with run-up observations.  It is thus very important for scientists to collect run-up and inundation data after each tsunami.    As more data are collected, a better understanding of the physics of tsunamis can be attained and this will lead to better modeling techniques and more realistic results.
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Note
Numerical modeling is an important contributor to mitigating the impact of tsunamis.  Responsible government agencies should assess the tsunami risks of their coastlines by considering likely tsunami generation scenarios and sources, conducting numerical simulation studies to calculate tsunami heights, velocities, wave forces, and inundation areas, and using these results to estimate damage.  Graphical information systems (GIS) are useful tools which allow a visual understanding of the affected area.
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Note
Based on experience and past events, it is known that humans can be killed by flooding waters and strong water currents that cause drowning in as little as 50 cm of water, and that houses can be damaged by waters as little as 1 m in depth.
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Note
Example of tsunami hazard map in Japan showing the estimated inundation depths as contours inland from the coast.
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Note
Traditionally, hazard and evacuation maps have involved communities, government agencies, and scientists working together to identify a safe zone from tsunamis.  Inundation maps provided by scientists are used as the baseline of risk, and stakeholders together discuss and arrive at the outline of the safe zone.
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Note
In recent years, the use of GIS programmes to overlay of a number of data layers on one display is proving to be a valuable and important tool for planning and emergency decision-making.



How to get startedHow to get started
•• IOC Tsunami Numerical Modeling TrainingIOC Tsunami Numerical Modeling Training

•• TIME (Tsunami Inundation Modelling Exchange,TIME (Tsunami Inundation Modelling Exchange,
Japan Tohoku Univ)Japan Tohoku Univ)

•• TIME (Center for Tsunami Inundation Modelling,TIME (Center for Tsunami Inundation Modelling,
USA NOAA)USA NOAA)

•• CICESE (Mexico)CICESE (Mexico)

•• Internet-available material (Community ModellingInternet-available material (Community Modelling
concept being developed)concept being developed)

•• Collaborate with a modeller, a seismologistCollaborate with a modeller, a seismologist
submarine landslide expert, volcanologistsubmarine landslide expert, volcanologist

•• For more information, contact IOC InternationalFor more information, contact IOC International
Tsunami Information CentreTsunami Information Centre
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Note
There are a number of opportunities available for gaining understanding and practices in tsunami numerical modeling. For more information, contact ITIC, itic.tsunami@noaa.gov



